
To ensure you are maximizing your accuracy with your sight, you must properly set the 1st, 2nd and 3rd axis. If one 
of these is off, the effects will easily be seen down range.   
The gen2pro level allows you to properly level your sight to your specific bow with one simple tool.

2. Referencing the bubble vial of the gen2pro level, adjust the sight rail until it is vertical (the gen2pro bubble is 
   level). Now the sight's vertical axis (1st axis) is level to the string.

1. With the gen2pro level still mounted to either your sight body or sight rail, adjust the 2nd axis of your sight    
   so the sight bubble vial reads true and correlates with the gen2pro bubble vial.  

1. Place the bow in a bow vice so that it will be held in place to make the needed 
   adjustments.
2. Using the string groove, attach the gen2pro level to your bow string.  Use the top    
   round level to orient the bow in the vise, so that the string is sitting perfectly 
   vertcal.  
     Note: for best results, all sight adjustments should be referenced from the string.

1. After the bow is leveled in the vise with the string vertical, move the gen2pro level to the rail of the sight.
      Note: for sights that have an angled sight tape face, put the edge of the sight tape face in the string groove    
      to secure the level to your sight.
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4. Reference the bubble on your sight (do not use the bubble vial in the gen2pro).  If your 3rd axis is correct it 
will resemble fig. 2.  If the bubble vial on your sight is not reading true or level, then you will need to adjust 
the 3rd axis of the sight.  

1. For RH archers, if the sight bubble runs to the right side of the 
vial, you will need to adjust the scope in towards the bow.  If the 
sight bubble runs to the left, you will need to adjust the scope out 
away from the bow.  
2. For LH archers, if the sight bubble runs to the right side of the 
vial, you will need to adjust the scope out away from the bow.  If 
the bubble runs to the left, you will need to move the sight in 
towards the bow.  
 

After making any 3rd axis adjustments check to verify that the sight bubble is reading level by repeating 
step 3 above.  If the sight bubble still is not reading true repeat step 3 above as needed (see fig.1 & fig. 2). 

for more information, please visit our website: 
www.hamskeaarchery.com 
for helpful tips and videos  

1. With the gen2pro level still mounted on the sight, install the alignment rod vertically into the level.

2. Create a plumb vertical reference either with a long carpenter’s level or with a plumb line (string hanging 
    with a weight at the bottom).  

3. at full draw aim the two points of the alignment rod on the vertical reference.  Now, simulate a steep 
downhill shot (    ), keeping the two points of the alignment rod aimed on the vertical reference. The align-
ment rod acts as your level and you are now aligned with an external vertical point of reference.  You are 
now able to assess your sights third axis setting at full draw (see fig. 1).

WARNING! USE EXTREME CAUTION, NEXT STEPS ARE SAFETY CRITICAL! TAKE ALL 
NECESSARY PRECAUTIONS TO ENSURE YOU DO NOT DRY FIRE THE BOW AT ANY TIME!
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